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Welcome to your Walkable Cities edition
of WALK, TALK, THINK
Cities are expanding. A huge 90% of UK residents live in urban areas
and greater powers are being handed to those in charge of our cities.
This is where big change is happening.
The London Mayor’s pledge to pedestrianise Oxford Street by 2020 is a Living Streets
campaign success. This will not only rescue Britain’s best known shopping street, cut
pollution and save lives; it is of national importance as a symbol of putting walking first
and the power of cities to shape their own future. Likewise, Edinburgh is leading the
way in Scotland with a 20mph city-wide standard speed limit.
In this issue, our Trustee, Susan Claris of Arup, introduces a fascinating new report:
“Cities Alive: Towards a walking world”. This shows how we can design physical activity
back into our everyday lives. It quotes Fred Kent: ‘If you plan cities for cars and traffic,
you get cars and traffic. If you plan for people and places, you get people and places’.
It feels like the tide is turning in favour of walking. On page 10, our President, Terence
Bendixson, reminds us of the pioneering work of our founders and how far we’ve come
since 1929. If we can point the way to walkable cities, we can continue to make life
better for the whole of the UK.

Joe Irvin
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SHINING A LIGHT ON
WALKABLE CITIES
Arup’s report, ‘Cities Alive: Towards a walking world’, outlines 50 ways
the world can benefit from walkable cities. Susan Claris, Living Streets
Trustee and Associate Director at Arup, tells us more.

M

ore and more of us are likely to live in
cities. In fact, by 2030 it’s estimated that
70% of the world’s population will. For the past
century, the car has dominated city planning.
However, the desire to have liveable streets
is growing around the world. At Arup, we
recognise that a liveable city is a walkable city;
put simply, a place where people want to walk
and where they can walk. Places that are built
around people and
‘Adding lanes
not cars.
to solve traffic
Reversing the
congestion is like
ways cities have
loosening your belt
been designed
to solve obesity’
for decades is a
Glen Hiemstra,
CEO and Founder
step that many are
of Futurist.com
now ready to take.
Car culture is in
decline, at least in some parts of the western
world. Instead of road efficiency and parking,
cities now strive for activity and vibrancy. The
car is no longer a status symbol in the same
way that it was, with young adults increasingly
favouring more active forms of travel. In the
US, those born since 1980 prefer walking to
driving by 12% - a wider margin than any other
generation. We must seize this feeling and
start placing people at the heart of our cities.
In the urban areas where car ownership
has risen, physical activity levels have
dropped. Poor walking infrastructure, lack of
recreation activities, traffic and poor air quality

are all major causes. Walkable cities are
better for everyone and can help us design
activity back into our everyday lives. Walking
is affordable, accessible and great for our
health. So much so that it’s being prescribed
by doctors in the same way as medication.
We’ll not just be healthier; we’ll be
wealthier, too. Public health expenses will
reduce as we become more active. And
walking is free. There will be a host of
benefits for developers, employers and
retailers; and more walking is correlated with
increased levels of productivity and creativity
so we’ll have more effective workforces.
If a city is built around us, rather than
our vehicles, it will be suitable for everyone.
Moving towards a walking world requires
actions. In the Cities Alive report, we list 40
actions that city leaders can consider to
inform walking policy, strategy and design
– and 80 case studies to show what can be
done. When walking is placed at the heart
of all built environment decisions, we will
create towns and cities that can be free of
congestion and pollution, reducing the risk
of preventable illness and social isolation.
We will create a walking nation.
‘Cities Alive: Towards a
walking world’ is
available here:
www.arup.com/walkingcities
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TAKING STEPS WITH
OUR LOCAL GROUPS
27 Living Streets Local Groups work across the UK to make their area fitter for walking
by campaigning on issues that matter locally. Wandsworth Living Streets Group was set
up in 2010 by Living Streets Trustee, Susie Morrow. We caught up with Robert Molteno
from the group to find out more about what they do.

What made you want to get involved
with Living Streets?
I met Susie when we were both members of
Friends of the Earth. I didn’t know anything
about Living Streets at first and, like many
people, I didn’t really think of myself as a
pedestrian. Speaking to Susie woke me up
to the shortcomings of the public realm and
the implications on people wanting to get out
and walk. I realised the importance of Living
Streets’ work and took up Susie’s invitation to
set up Wandsworth Living Streets Group with
her, which today has over 200 supporters.

What have been some of your
group’s biggest successes?
We’ve been instrumental in getting signalcontrolled crossings put in and we’ve
prevented crossings from being abolished;
but our longest-running campaign has been
around getting Wandsworth borough road
speed limits reduced to 20mph.

How did you spread the 20mph
message?
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We engaged with Wandsworth councillors
and officers to put forward the case that
20mph would make our streets safer for
drivers, cyclists and pedestrians. With 20mph
there would be improved air quality from
more people being encouraged to leave

Robert Molteno, Wandsworth Living Streets Group

their cars at home for shorter journeys; and
fewer cars would mean a quieter and safer
environment for all residents, including those
on the journey to school.
We eventually persuaded the council to
consult all borough residents on 20mph. 50
or so volunteers from the Local Group gave
up their time to take to the streets and visit
some 60 primary schools in the borough
to inform residents and parents about the
proposed changes. They handed out leaflets
explaining the consultation and why a 20mph
speed limit would benefit everyone in the
community.
It was a wonderful community effort and
everyone’s determination was crowned with
success when the consultation closed with a
majority calling for 20mph.
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What’s next?
In July, Wandsworth Council announced
that they will roll-out 20mph on all residential
roads. There are still limitations on some
borough roads though, which will remain at

30mph. We’ve got our next steps in motion
already and have met with cabinet members
to discuss the implications on the schools
and colleges on the streets which aren’t
included in the 20mph roll-out.

Find out more about setting up or joining a Living Streets Local Group:
www.livingstreets.org.uk/localgroups

BUILDING A
WALKING NATION

I

n the lead up to this year’s International
Walk to School Month in October, we’ve
spoken with organisations from across the
world working to get more children walking
to school.
The reasons they want more children
walking vary from country to country:
to promote healthier habits, to protect
the environment or to improve the local
community and economy.
At Living Streets, we’re motivated by
a combination of these. In the UK, one in
three children leaves primary school obese
or overweight. We know that walking to
school is a free, accessible and easy way
for children to build exercise into their day,
and the Government seems to agree. In
their Childhood Obesity Strategy, they’ve

committed to setting a ‘clear target to increase
the number of children walking to school’. Our
hopes are that this target will be backed by
the necessary investment to make it happen.
We also look at the wider benefits: the
reduced public health costs as families become
more active, fewer cars on the road making
school gates a safer place, and improved air
quality for everyone in the community.
Whatever each organisation’s main
motivations are, we all share the same
desire: to create a more walkable world.
Our experience working with schools,
pupils and parents has illustrated that the
physical barriers to walking to school put a
lot of people off, including the lack of time
to cross, inappropriate traffic speed and
pavement parking. So whilst we continue to
encourage children to walk through WOW
– our year-round walk to school challenge,
we also need to ensure our streets are fit for
walking so that the desire to walk more is
met with the ability to.
We have an ambition: every child that can,
walks to school. Walkable towns and cities
will make this possible.
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A DAY IN THE
LIFE OF … OUR
WALES MANAGER

S
P
A
N
S
WALKIE

What’s a typical day like for you?
I often schedule in an early coffee with one of
the Assembly Members, or one of our active
travel partners in Cardiff Bay, because it’s on
the way to the office. Fitting in all the different
aspects of the job is a challenge, so I like to get
ahead with some policy and political advocacy
whenever possible. Once in the office, it’s
usually a quick check of emails and back out
to one of the schools or community groups we
are supporting to walk more.

What are you currently working on?
We are piloting WOW – our year-round walk to
school challenge around Wales with a number
of local authorities. So I’ve been delivering
training for teachers and will be doing some
school assemblies with our mascot, Strider. We
want to launch the WOW scheme bilingually in
2017, so I would encourage any schools who
want to try it or find out more to get in touch.
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What are some of your favourite
campaigns?

Anything involving Strider is always good fun! I
love seeing the kids’ faces when he first walks
in; by the end he is getting bombarded with
high-fives and hugs. I think Living Streets’ years
of hard work in Wales to get an Active Travel Act
is also really impressive. Wales was the first
country in the world to have a
piece of law to promote active
travel. I’m still working on it to
make sure the delivery matches
up with its ambitions to get
Wales walking more.
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Rachel Maycock
Living Streets Wales Manager
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Wales
Manager,
Rachel,
launching a
new Wales
Active Travel
Act campaign
with Rebecca
Evans AM.

SHETLAND
Strider’s longes
t journey yet for
Walk to School
Week all the way
to
Shetland on a fe
rry!

A few of
us took a
whistle-stop
walking
tour around
Sheffield
and found
a (sort of)
zebra.

CARDIFF

Campaign
success for
Living Streets
Scotland as
Edinburgh
goes 20mph.

SHEFFIELD

EDINBURGH

BRISTOL

Project
coordinator,
Kelly,
celebrates
the launch
of National
Walking Month
with Westfield
Health
and Carol
Vorderman.

LONDON
k
in, walking to wor
Our CEO, Joe Irv
during National
with Jane Ellison
Walking Month.
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PEDESTRIANISING
OXFORD STREET
The Mayor of London has confirmed his intention to make Oxford Street
vehicle-free from 2020. A delivery plan is being worked on and Living Streets
expects to be consulted on proposals in early 2017.
So what are the major challenges ahead in making it happen and what does
its transformation mean for the rest of the UK?

Caroline Pidgeon
MBE AM

Chair of the London
Assembly Transport
Committee

The London Assembly Transport Committee
believes the status quo on Oxford Street
cannot continue. Levels of air pollution are
far too high, as is the number of casualties
among road users. Beyond the human cost
of this, Oxford Street’s status as a major retail
destination and employment centre is at risk.
In principle the Committee supports
the pedestrianisation of Oxford Street and
believes the Mayor is right to set out a
bold ambition. However, it is clear local
stakeholders are not yet fully on board with
the Mayor’s proposals.
Pedestrianisation can only happen in the
context of a wider strategy for managing
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roads and public accessibility in the West
End. There are other major changes ongoing including Crossrail and the Baker
Street Two Way project, which will affect
traffic patterns. Any changes to Oxford Street
that divert traffic rather than reducing it
should be avoided.
In particular, TfL needs to deliver a large
reduction in the number of bus routes using
Oxford Street. This will entail significant
changes, affecting much of the network in
central London. There should be no significant
diversions of buses onto surrounding streets.
It is also important that space vacated
by buses on/around Oxford Street is not
immediately filled by taxis and private hire
vehicles or delivery vans – while still ensuring
access for older and disabled visitors.
Find out more about the Transport
Committee investigation here:
www.london.gov.uk/current-investigations/
oxford-street-feet-street-only
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Tompion Platt
Head of Policy and
Communications,
Living Streets

London is under the stewardship of a new
Mayor – one that we hope will transform
London for people walking. But Oxford
Street is just one street, in one city – so,
why do we care so much?
After years of campaigning, we’re
delighted by the Mayor’s plans to transform
London’s most iconic high street. Its
reinvention has a symbolic significance
and reflects a growing trend in city leaders
looking to reimagine streets and cities
as places for people. After years of cities
engineering walking out of our lives, things
seem to be changing.
In London and elsewhere, there is an
attempt to rebalance streets away from

being designed solely for cars towards an
approach more focused on ‘place’ in order to
create vibrant, exciting and liveable streets.
The importance of high quality streets and
public spaces in improving people’s quality
of life and attracting a new economy is
increasingly understood.
Walkable cities are better cities for
everyone. If we get it right, there are
massive health gains on offer from
people being more active and improved
air quality. More walkable cities are also
safer places.
On Oxford Street a person is involved in
a collision every seven days. Without action,
things will only get worse when Crossrail
arrives, bringing with it an additional 150,000
people to Oxford Street every day.
Pedestrianising Oxford Street is an
important and symbolic step for London in
fulfilling its potential as a world-class city for
walking. We hope it will inspire other cities to
follow its lead in creating a walking nation.

MEANWHILE, IN SCOTLAND…
Despite Edinburgh’s reputation as a beautiful city, it is one of the least pedestrianised
capitals in Europe. This could change with the pedestrianisation of George Street, the
New Town’s grandest thoroughfare.
George Street has a range of different users, who often feel that they are competing
with each other for priority. To try and address this, Edinburgh City Council introduced
an Experimental Traffic Regulation Order on George Street between July 2014 and
August 2015.
Part of the street was closed off to traffic, resulting in more space for street
activities including pavement cafes and a dedicated cycle lane. The year-long trial
provided an opportunity to understand the implications of removing traffic on the
street’s users and surrounding areas during festivals and seasonal changes.
Living Streets Scotland joined a range of other experts and local organisations to
form a Stakeholder Group which met regularly throughout the year. The lessons of
the trial helped inform design principles for the street which focused on more space
for walking and cycling and less parking – but stopped short of full pedestrianisation.
Living Streets Scotland will press the council to be ambitious when they bring forward
Traffic Regulation Orders sometime in 2017.

www.livingstreets.org.uk/scotland
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OUR WALKING HEROES
Walking is the original mode of transport but it’s not a cause that most people rally
around. Walking needs a hero and that’s why we exist.
Our President, Terence Bendixson, tells us more about our history of walking heroes.

I

n 1929, Tom Foley was the first person in
Britain to seek to protect people on foot
from cars. That was when he founded the
Pedestrians’ Association, the precursor to
Living Streets. Tom gave a large part of his
life to the charity and was still active in 1970
when he invited me to tea. I was easily won
over by his arguments and have been part of
the campaign ever since.
Lord Robert Cecil was the association’s
first President and its other founding figure.
Together they powerfully advocated driving
tests, 30mph speed limits and zebra
crossings – the things which make walking
safer and more enjoyable today.
The expansion of the Pedestrians’
Association was thanks to a legacy from
long-standing member, Enid Jeeves, enabling
us to employ our first Director, Ben Plowden.
Under his leadership, along with the then
Chair of Trustees, Alastair Hanton, we
became Living Streets in 2001.
Today our vision is to create a walking
nation, where people walk every day,
because walking to the shops, to work, or
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For more information visit
www.livingstreets.org.uk/legacy

30mph speed
limit made
permanent

First 20mph
speed limits
in residential
areas

2016

The first zebra
crossing makes
walking safer

1991

BIG DIFFERENCES
1956

The
Pedestrians’
Association
is born

1951

1929

OUR HISTORY OF

to see a friend is no longer the exception.
Walking is the obvious answer to some of our
big challenges, because when walking rates
increase, congestion, pollution, obesity and
other social problems decrease. The more
we walk, the more our communities become
friendlier, safer, nicer places to live.
I hope this vision is one that you want
for your children and grandchildren. Living
Streets’ campaigns are only possible because
of the commitment and determination of our
supporters – people like you.
Leaving a legacy is another way of
supporting our campaign and making one is
a big decision, but I hope you will consider it
– as Enid Jeeves did. If you are able to leave
a gift in your will, your generosity will help
create this walking nation - ensuring that your
passion for our cause lives on and makes a
difference for generations to come.
Thank you
Terence Bendixson

Walk to School
campaign gets
1m children
walking more
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WORD ON THE STREET
Caroline Pidgeon @CarolinePidgeon
Great to meet @livingstreets Tom Platt
and Westminster’s Peter Hartley to discuss
pedestrian issues today

George Clarke @MrGeorgeClarke
At last #oxfordstreet is to be
pedestrianised! At the minute it’s one big bus
terminus.
Jacy Meyer @SoleExploration
Wales has an Active Travel Act! how
awesome is that? ow.ly/6P5t3031pwM Thx
@livingstreets #walk #bike #active #wales

Lillian Greenwood @LillianGreenwood
Day 2 of my @livingstreets #try20
Summer Challenge. Peaceful river walk. Who
can guess where in Nottingham this is?

Blackthorns Primary @BlackthornsPri
A giant example of Ella’s badge arrived in
school this week. Isn’t it fabulous #proud

Louise
There have been
times when we’ve run the
whole way to avoid being
late, we’ve had tears and
grazed knees, and been
soaked through to our
underwear in torrential
downpours… but what fun
we’ve had. Watching the seasons change,
talking about our hopes and dreams, and
laughing so hard that we’re doubled over
and can’t walk anymore.
My daughter is off to ‘big school’ soon,
she’ll be getting there all by herself and I’ve
just realised I’m going to miss our dreaded
school run so much.
Chris Callaghan @callaghansstuff
After 6 years &
thousands of miles – our
last proper #WalkToSchool.
We’ll miss it SOO much, but
have loved EVERY step.

Share your thoughts on all things walking:
livingstreetsUK
@livingstreets
@livingstreets
info@livingstreets.org.uk
020 7377 4900
Living Streets, 4th Floor Universal House, 88-94 Wentworth Street, London, E1 7SA

WALKING
SUMMIT
18 MARCH
2017
www.livingstreets.org.uk/
walkingsummit

